The aim of this Letter is to present a preliminary study on intrinsicallystable discrete-time 2-pole IIR adaptive filtering for blind equalization based on minimum-entropy deconvolution. The structural-adapting theory is developed and numerical experimental results are discussed which illustrate the soundness of the proposed theory: The adaptive filter keeps stable and good deconvolution results are obtained.
Introduction
Blind deconvolution techniques allow designing the inverse of an unknown linear channel by only observing channel's output signal [1, 5] , with little or no knowledge about source data-stream. Many engineering applications rely on blind deconvolution, such as channel equalization in telecommunications, blind deblurring in digital image restoration, remote sensing in geoscience, and data storage by electro-optic devices; for a recent review of these applications see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 5, 6] .
The available techniques rely on finite-length impulse response (FIR) adaptive filters, mainly motivated by the fact that, owing to the absence of poles in the filter transfer functions, the deconvolving structure behaves in a stable way. However, FIR channels cannot be exactly cancelled by FIR filters, unless very long impulse responses are designed; in turn, long FIRs exhibit large group delays, which may be undesirable at certain sampling rates. These considerations suggest some research effort toward the design of adaptive infinite-length 1 impulse response filters (IIR) realized through recursive structures.
This question opens room to discussion, because IIR adaptive filters are hard to adapt, mainly because of stability problems [6] ; one of the research topic currently under investigation in blind deconvolution is thus the challenging question of the design of blind-adaptation IIR filters which guarantees the stability of the filter structure after adaptation.
The subject of the present Letter is a new solution to this problem, wellsuited to blind adaptation: Our aim is to suggest a possible filter structure whose learnable parameters are constrained in order for the IIR filter to keep asymptotically stable during the adaptation phase. The performances of the proposed method are assessed via numerical simulations on a two-pole cell.
Stable two-pole filter structure and adapting
We consider a two-pole adaptive cell; as the only stability issue is taken into account, the non-recursive part is neglected and just a completely-recursive cell is considered. In the time-domain, the two-pole digital deconvolving filter inputoutput relationship writes: In order to prevent instability, here we propose to employ a parameterization of the filter coefficients by introducing two new parameters that
are functions of.
In particular, we propose here the following coefficients parameterization: , (i 2 = −1). The common modulus of the poles is |p| = e −ρ : Provided that ρ > 0, the modulus is always smaller than 1, guaranteeing the stability of the structure.
The mentioned adaptive filter is able to cancel a two-tap FIR channel. In order to make the filter able to perform blind deconvolution, it is necessary to design an adaptation criterion C(ρ, ϕ) and a procedure to iteratively adapt the filter's parameters ρ and ϕ.
We have recently surveyed and developed sophisticated techniques that allow designing proper adapting criteria under the form of objective functions of filter parameters to be optimized [2, 3] ; in the present context we only pay attention to the structure stability problem, thus we employ the well-known minimumentropy deconvolution criterion, based on filter response kurtosis [8, 7] . Under the hypothesis that the source signal exciting the channel to deconvolve has bounded power, and the channel itself has finite-energy impulse response, the minimum-entropy criterion is simply the (unnormalized) kurtosis of filter response (see e.g. one of such barrier terms is log ρ α , with 0 < α ≪ 1. In conclusion, the learning criterion selected in this case is:
The penalizing additive term creates a barrier around the unit-circle in the complex plane that the filter's poles cannot overcome.
As an adapting strategy, the gradient-based scheme is employed here: By plugging transforms (2) into filter input/output equation (1), the gradient-based stochastic updating equations for on-line filter adaptation find to be:
with η[n] being a positive adapting step-size implementing the cooling scheme
Experiments, Discussion and Conclusion
In order to assess the effectiveness of the sketched structural/adapting theory, a computer simulation result is illustrated. As performance index we considered the inter-symbol interference (ISI) index defined as in [8] . In the experiment the source signal was an IID random sequence, uniformly distributed, and the channel poles have modulus equal to 0.97. In this deconvolution case, the plain adaptation of the filter coefficients without constraints lead to unstable filters.
The results of the experiment is shown in 
